Score

1. Natural Resources
& Electricity Chart

4. Hands-On Activity

5. Oral Presentation
Skills

★ Research notes answer ★ Information is clearly

★ Has a clear, testable

★ Speaks in an audible

resources
★ Distinguishes between
renewable and nonrenewable resources
★ Clearly states
advantages and
disadvantages of each
resource

the questions asked
★ Research notes are
organized
★ Research notes are put
into your own words
★ Uses a variety of
resources for research
★ Lists the source of the
information

written
★ No spelling or grammar
mistakes
★ Shows an awareness of
the audience
★ Photographs, drawings
and charts show
information about the
topic
★ Uses colour, design,
slide transitions to
enhance the presentation

question or hypothesis
★ Includes an accurate
list of materials
★ Clearly explains how to
do the activity
★ Records observations
in an organized way
★ Includes a written
conclusion to explain what
has been learned

and expressive voice
★ Uses visuals effectively
to explain ideas
★ Answers questions
knowledgeably
★ Clearly explains the
steps in the hands on
activity
★ Each group member is
actively involved in the
presentation

Chart is complete and
accurate

Consistently organized,
thorough and written in
own words.

Consistently includes
accurate, interesting
information in words and
pictures. Neatly presented

Activity is purposeful and
clearly explained.
Includes observations and
conclusions in words and
pictures.

Grade One students are
interested in the
presentation, pay
attention and know what
to do all the time.

Mostly accurate

Mostly organized, many
facts, mostly in your own
words

Information is accurate
and neatly presented

Generally accurate and
mostly completed

Generally organized

Mostly accurate
information

4

2

3. Presentation

★ Names more than six

5

3

2. Research Notes

Partially accurate, may not Jot notes are not
be complete
organized, do not always
make sense

Information is confusing,
spelling errors make it
hard to read, pictures are
not connected to the
information

